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Case: CR-2008-0005287 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell
Defendant: Howard, Jim Ill

State of Idaho vs. Jim Howard Ill
Judge

Date

Code

User

311812008

NCRM

STONE

New Case Filed - Misdemeanor

To Be Assigned

HRSC

STONE

Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenffFirst
Appearance 0311812008 02:OO PM)

Benjamin R. Simpson

AFPC

STONE

Affidavit Of Probable Cause

To Be Assigned

ORPC

STONE

Order Finding Probable Cause

Benjamin R. Simpson

ADFR

STONE

Advisory Form and Notice of Refusal

To Be Assigned

ARRN

STONE

Hearing result for ArraignmentiFirst Appearance
held on 03/18/2008 02:OO PM: Arraignment /
First Appearance

Benjamin R. Simpson

PTSE

STONE

To Be Assigned

STDR

STONE

Pretrial Services Evaluation
Document sealed
Statement Of Defendant's Rights: DUI

ORPD

STONE

Defendant: Howard, Jim Ill Order Appointing
Public Defender Public defender Public
Defender

Benjamin R. Simpson

PLEA

STONE

A Plea is entered for charge:
Driving Under The Influence)

- NG (118-8004 {M)

To Be Assigned

PLEA

STONE

A Plea is entered for charge:
Driving Without Privileges)

- NG (118-8001

To Be Assigned

PRQD

MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

PRSD

MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Response To Request for Discovery

To Be Assigned

REDU

OREILLY

Charge Reduced Or Amended (118-8004 {F)
Driving Under The Influence)

To Be Assigned

AMCO

OREILLY

Amended Complaint Filed

To Be Assigned

HRSC

HOFFMAN

Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing
0410412008 08:30 AM)

James D Stow

HOFFMAN

Notice of Preliminary Hearing at the KCPSB

To Be Assigned

PSRS

MORELAND

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

NAPH

MORELAND

Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction
and Notice of HearingiDennis Reuter

To Be Assigned

DRQD

MORELAND

Defendant's Request For Discovery

To Be Assigned

DFWP

MORELAND

Defendant's Written Plea of not guilty to
misdemeanor charge(s)

To Be Assigned

DRSD

MORELAND

Defendant's Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

3/31/2008

SUBF

BAXLEY

41112008

PSRS

MORELAND

Subpoena Returnlfound on 03/28/08 served Clay To Be Assigned
V Hilton
Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery To Be Assigned

41212008

SUBF

SHEDLOCK

Subpoena Returnifound - Charles C, Sciortino
3/25/08

To Be Assigned

41312008

PSRS

MORELAND

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

To Be Assigned

41412008

PHHD

BURRINGTON Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on
James D Stow
0410412008 08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing Held

312 112008
3/24/2008

312512008

312712008

To Be Assigned
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Case: CR-2008-0005287 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell
Defendant: Howard, Jim Ill

State of Idaho vs. Jim Howard Ill
Date

Code

User

Judge

4/4/2008

BOUN

BURRINGTON Bound Over (after Prelim)

James D Stow

ORHD

MILLER

Order Holding Defendant

James D Stow

MNPH

MORELAND

Motion For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing
Transcript

John T. Mitchell

DFNG

MORELAND

Defendant's Written Plea Of Not Guilty

John T. Mitchell

ORPH

RICKARD

Order For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing
Transcript

John T. Mitchell

INFO

MORELAND

Information

John T. Mitchell

411412008

PSRS

MORELAND

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

John T. Mitchell

412112008

HRSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
0512912008 01 :30 PM)

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
0610212008 09:OO AM) 2 Days

John T. Mitchell

41712008

411 1/2008

CLAUSEN

Notice of Hearing

John T. Mitchell

51912008

SRSD

OREILLY

Supplemental Response To Discovery

511612008

SUBF

BAXLEY

Subpoena Returnlfound on 05114108 served Clay John T. Mitchell
V Hilton

511912008

SUBF

BAXL EY

Subpoena Returnlfound on 05118108 served
Charles C Sciortino

John T. Mitchell

512012008

NOPH

CAMPBELL

Notice Of Lodging Of Preliminary Hearing
Transcript

John T. Mitchell

LODG

CAMPBELL

Lodged

- Transcript Preliminary

John T. Mitchell

RCPH

MORELAND

Receipt Of Preliminary Hearing Transcript1 PD

RCPH

MORELAND

Receipt Of Preliminary Hearing Transcript KCPA John T. Mitchell

512912008

HRHD

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference held on
0512912008 01 :30 PM: Hearing Held

John T. Mitchell

513012008

PSRS

MORELAND

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

John T. Mitchell

6/2/2008

AlNF

CLAUSEN

Amended Information

John T. Mitchell

MNLl

CLAUSEN

Motion In Limine

John T. Mitchell

DRJl

CLAUSEN

Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions

John T. Mitchell

PRJl

CLAUSEN

Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions

John T. Mitchell

JTST

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on
John T. Mitchell
06/02/2008 09:OO AM: Jury Trial Started 2 Days

MlSC

CLAUSEN

Jury Instructions

John T. Mitchell

MlSC

CLAUSEN

Jury Deadlock

John T. Mitchell

61412008

MOTN

MORELAND

Motion to re-set for jury trial

John T. Mitchell

61612008

ORDR

CLAUSEN

Order for Mistrial

John T. Mitchell

ORDR

CLAUSEN

Order to Set for Jury Trial

John T. Mitchell

ORDR

CLAUSEN

Order for Mistrial

John T. Mitchell

ORDR

CLAUSEN

Order to Set for Trial

John T. Mitchell

PSRS

MORELAND

Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery

John T. Mitchell

512112008

61312008

611 112008

Hearing

John T. Mitchell

John T. Mitchell
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Case: CR-2008--0005287 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell
Defendant: Howard. Jim Ill

State of Idaho vs. Jim Howard Ill
Date

Code

User

611312008

H RSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
0612612008 01:30 PM)

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
07/07/2008 09:00 AM) 2 DAYS

John T. Mitchell

CLAUSEN

Notice of Hearing

John T. Mitchell

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 0612612008
01:30 PM)

John T. Mitchell

CLAUSEN

Notice of Hearing

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

Judge

612012008

SUBF

SHEDLOCK

Subpoena Returnlfound - Clay V. Hilton 6/19/08

John T. Mitchell

612612008

HRHD

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference held on
06/26/2008 01:30 PM: Hearing Held

John T. Mitchell

HRHD

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Sentencing held on 0612612008 John T. Mitchell
01:30 PM: Hearing Held

SNPF

CLAUSEN

Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-8001 Driving
Without Privileges)

SNlC

CLAUSEN

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8001 Driving
John T. Mitchell
Without Privileges) Confinement terms: Jail: 180
days. Credited time: 102 days.

JDMT

CLAUSEN

Judgment

John T. Mitchell

613012008

MREX

MORELAND

Motion To Release Plaintiffs Exhibits

John T. Mitchell

7/7/2008

MOTN

CLAUSEN

Second Motion in Limine (for Re-trial)

John T. Mitchell

MlSC

CLAUSEN

Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions

John T. Mitchell

PLEA

JOKELA

A Plea is entered for charge: -- GT (118-8004 {F} John T. Mitchell
Driving Under The Influence)

JTST

JOKELA

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled held on
0710712008 09:OO AM: Jury Trial Started 2
DAYS - 2ND SET

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

JOKELA

Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary Hearing
0710812008 02:OO PM) AS TO PART 2 & 3

John T. Mitchell

MlSC

JOKELA

Jury Instructions Given

John T. Mitchell

VERD

JOKELA

Verdict - GUILTY

John T. Mitchell

HRHD

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Evidentiary Hearing held on
0710912008 02:OO PM: Hearing Held AS TO
PART 2 & 3

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary Hearing
0711512008 01:OO PM) Part 2 & 3 .-1 Hour

John T. Mitchell

CLAUSEN

Notice of Hearing

John T. Mitchell

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Evidentiary Hearing held on
John T. Mitchell
07/15/2008 01:00 PM: Hearing Held Part 2 & 3
1 Hour

71812008

71912008

711512008

HRHD

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary Hearing
0712212008 11:00 AM)

John T, Mitchell
p
n
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Case: CR-2008-0005287 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell
Defendant: Howard. Jim Ill

State of Idaho vs. Jim Howard Ill
Date

Code

User

711512008

MEMO

CLAUSEN

State's Memorandum in Support of Admissibility
of California Documentation and Motion to
Reconsider

MEMO

MORELAND

Defendant's Memorandum Re: full faith and credit John T. Mitchell
clause

MEMO

MORELAND

Plaintiffs Memorandum re: Full faith and credit
clause

John T. Mitchell

HRHD

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Evidentiary Hearing held on
07/22/2008 11:OO AM: Hearing Held

John T. Mitchell

MlSC

CLAUSEN

Taken Under Advisement

John T. Mitchell

HRSC

CLAUSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 0812512008
11:30 AM)

John T. Mitchell

CLAUSEN

Judge

Notice of Hearing

John T. Mitchell

John T. Mitchell

REDU

CLAUSEN

Charge Reduced Or Amended (118-8004 {M)
Driving Under The Influence)

John T. Mitchell

ORDR

CLAUSEN

Memorandum Decision and Order Regarding
Part II and Part Ill

John T. Mitchell

HRHD

CLAUSEN

Hearing result for Sentencing held on 0812512008 John T. Mitchell
11:30 AM: Hearing Held

SNPF

STOKES

Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-8004 {M} Driving
Under The Influence)

John T. Mitchell

STAT

STOKES

Case status changed: closed pending clerk
action

John T. Mitchell

SNlC

STOKES

Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004 {M}
John T. Mitchell
Driving Under The Influence) Confinement terms:
Jail: 180 days. Credited time: 161 days.

JDMT

STOKES

Judgment

AFGT

MCCANDLESS Affidavit for Good Time Release

John T. Mitchell

ORDR

CLAUSEN

Order Denying Request for Good Time

John T. Mitchell

APSC

CARROLL

Appealed To The Supreme Court

John T. Mitchell

NAPL

OREILLY

Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court John T. Mitchell

NLTR

OREILLY

Notice of Lodging Transcript Reporter Julie
Foland Pages 292

John T. Mitchell

John T. Mitchell
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
1ST
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THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOfENAl
STATE OF IDAHO
COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS
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county Idaho
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Dale
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1

Wilnessing Officer
Serial #/Address
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT

Depl
Depl

You are hereby summoned lo appear before lhe Clerk of lhe Magislrates Courl of Ihe
Dislricl Coun of
KOOTENAl
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COEUR D ' A L E N E
laaho.
localed al
324 W. G A R D E N
on lhe
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0

NOTICE See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE lnslruclions
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s Misdemeanor Cilalion
@ Acctdent Involved

)

-n-?-~ l o d i eln$i,ni

id!
Companion Cllation

1

~~~.

~~~

1
1

Altached

rJ

IPUC t!
USDOT TK Census #
moperalor
Class A IZ]Class B
Class C
Class 0
Olher 7
GVWR 26001 +
16 A Per ons
Placard Hazardous Materials ~
Home Address I @
~ t e ~&
i 'e b f - ,

C?

B~is~ness
Address

C?

@J?504

0

a

i?

C]

6 3 ??q&c<
~h-3
g~.i<erfL,l~n " 7 5 3 ~ ~

.

w.
- Y ~.olu~-

'\ i ~bc,: &=dl,

SM

Phone ti
THE UNDERSIGN~DOFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS:

I cerlify I have reasonable grounds, and believe lhe above-named Defeniianl.
s1ale z
c4
st-0 DO
Yr. of Vehicle k M&

~

~
e
i
Veh. Lic. 4'

g

hWI. l

~ 5ly

Hair

-35-7
7 slalevqd
Model
Did commll lhe following acl(s) on

Vio #1 D M (

color -,/E~'*I?
03-77
20
7 ~ n
~k??5~r&

c J.X&Z
al

,

Vio.#Z

i:
lz

.
gL
P

\<I

iocalion
Hwy

"

/k-i;c,ef

..

PM

c"ae SeCllor

&_c

Y

G ~ e . e ~ stL-r2,

Mp,

Idaho.

x5qv

OfficeriParty
-.

~

2 4

-County.

, H/CP /J

Q%,~C(!

D

Q

o.clock I _ _ M.

HA/&
?/GI

F

Ccae sec(ion

Cf?
L.s@
d~
,

~Sex:@M ~D

Eyes

kcrD

Serial+
#/Address

-

Depl.

Dale

Wllnesslng Officer
Serial #/Address
Depl
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT
You are hereby summoned lo appear before lhe Clerk of lhe MagisIralessCoun of lhe
-*I
4;+ Dislric: courl of
KOOTENAI
Coun~y
COEUR D ' A L E N E
1dano,
localed al
324 W. G A R D E N
on lhe
day of

1I

--

-.

r.C

2

0

5

. al

-______
/

o'clock

-M

i acKnowleage recelpl of lhis summons and I promise lo appear al lhe lime indicaled.

a
E

2'E
m

ilelerdan' s S o r a i u ? ~

I hereby cerllfy senilce upon lhe defendanl personally on

-

20

C

C

rn

on>cel

--

NOTICE See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE inslruclions

COURT COPY VIOLATION #1

-

~

~

Departmental Report #

Ot!

STATE OF IDAHO

ob/33

COUNTY OF KOOTENAI)SS

FILED:

f5'

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT>' OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO.

I
,s

&C&J
.

t

m

a

COURT CASE NUMBER
PROBABLE CAL'SE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPOR1
OF WARRANTLESS ARREST AND /OR REFUSAL TO
SUBMIT 70/ FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY TEST

Defendant

'

DOE
SSN
E&# qState
State of Idaho,
County of
1,

)(or)

D p .C .

z t i . /3- /

the undersignedl being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says

@/li73rr(

that:

(print)

1. I am a peace officer employed by _ K o o i ~ x / ? t~ L . L ' / ; T ~

2. The defendant was arrested on ~ 3/')-- c 8
16-zoc>J

Duf.

at / 960 DAMM ' %
@

for the offense (s)

L$&~as(:.

and lor of driving while under the influence of alcohol. drugs or any other intoxicating pursuant to Section 18-8004
Idaho Code.
RYES O N 0
OFELONY HMISDEMEANOR
Second or more DUIoffense in last ten years?
3 . Location of Occurrence: vca: r tp

fluet

X, r

W

en.

a-

by: (check box)
4. Identified the defendant as: (print name) U o d I<T& ,
OMilitary ID &State ID Card OStudent ID Card' ODrivers License OCredit Cards
OPapenvork found OVerbal ID by defendant
U'i tness
identified defendant.
Other

5. Actual physical control established by: q Observation by affiant 0 Observation by Officer
%8 Admission of Defendant to br t \: t v cx
,
Statement of Witness:
.jiv?itI i
CT/<SL,
&$G-O:rheOt
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of tbe following
(NOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and
facts:
what you learned from someone else. identifying that person):
r ~ mn

"IJi
L,

PROBABLE CAZJSE FOR STOP AND .4RRES7: g ~ r - r zm
. ~ r r i o ,cw n: 4 \ j m f a t ~ m - ; r l z & , G ~ ~ C T Q
i - ~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~ ~ T~ U- L: ~t-E
* e f i
Unr>- - ;G*EL
~ G S CJ>R"SUWI~&
MT-'
n c c t q ~ , ~ VW.G~RI\
,"
~ n -6n
cncR ~ ~ c r - w c t_~ ~u ~_ ~ z t rLi L
r -A - 1 ~ 6
IT
3
f f G i )t l r , R W&Cnt--., I%CK
%s&,~,J&~L~M;~&U
C L , W I P L ~ ~ Tgi~l.fi
F
% D E ~ ? I F iF\i&CS.
T~
x. O & ~ ~ , M ~ ~ M a 2 6 p~7 t v i~w f ; _ L ~ ~ ; ~ > _ cw
I Le
' X Q F L L G ~ J ~LEF d ~ ( i i i . ( ~ , j
,

l ; i b ) ~ & D e t i ~ i ,Dhi

Rt-UR)> 7Hu&f-D

&

0dc

c
BL.([

? ~ L - L ~ L'j?c~DC:Cty,
I

?'A104

D.lJ. I. NOTES
Odor of alcoholic beverage
Admitted drinking alcoholic beverage
Slurred speech
Impaired memory
Glassy/bloodshot eyes
Other
Drugs Suspected
OYes w
Reason Drugs are Suspected
gJg

o

C~-I=I< tl/;

&&@PUS

DR,\vIPG

i?%05~-ti?c/

T

WYes
Byes
@Yes
@Yes
@Yes

4

Sobriety Tests
Gaze Nystagmus
Walk & Turn
One Leg Stand

ONo

ENo
ONo
ONo

0x0

.4ccident Involved
Injuxy

Meets decision Pts.
@Yes ONo
@Yes ONo
OYes ONo
@Yes
OYes

ONo
gNo

Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed OYes

@No

Prior to testing, defendant was substantially informed of'the consequences of refusal and failure of the test as
required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code.
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test (s) waslwere
performed in compliance with Section 18-8003 & 18-8004(4) Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted
by the Department of Law Enforcement.
BAC: !?c&rcQby: FXfBreath lnstrument Type:@Intoxilyzer 5000 OAlco Sensor lnstrument Serial #
OBlood .4nd/Or OUrine Test Results Pending? C1 Yes C1 No (Attached)
Date Certification Expires: c 5 . 3 I - 20(0
C. &L.-I-G&
Name of person administering breath test: bp,
Defendant refused the test as follovts:

"

1-

a c

r

T+XI

w

i.,

q

qI ~r7
~fjirl

By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I hereby
solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and documents that may be
included herein is true and correct to the best of my information and belief.
1.7 -- 0 8
Dated: 03.-

Signed:

Subscribed and sworn to before me on

PERSON AUTHORIZED TO
ADMDJISTER OATHS.
Title:

C

dl4 /8
Residing at:
My Commission expires: d , 2/-//

-

f*?

$*#*
*w

Y
\ *&>
.

PM-f300KING INFORMATION SHE&
Booking

K.:~
...................

Name ID

KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING

~~.~...

BAC..L~SE:~CB

ii.~~~~.~~~~~.~
~.~.
Date

Warrant Chec
Prob. Che

-

ARRESTEE:

,

\

1&i..
N a m e...,..,.... ~..~-..&?i!d?!
~

AKA

i oq

Address

........

:A

~ ..~
.. . . ~
7 .

~...~

-

~.~

.

ES*~~II:L&L.-QV&,>K..~:&
i

r_l.i=L&
........-.R..-.--.R-.--..--.

~ity_;"lw.r
Home Phone-

Locker ii.-.s1~
Location
Hold For:
For DUI Charge:
Was Call Requested
Was Call Made.-.

iasi

./
~.~

Accepted by: ~.~~.~~..~.*
Agency Report #(.&~:,~~&/.3>..........

bcle?.*i

~.~

~~

zip-q37&j8..

ST...Lf?

-

~ ~ . . ~ ~

~

. .

ss

... .

CitylState of ~ i r t h - , - L L

W. #

state

.

C

DOB

*

Employer t b 4 ) ~ ~,? i ~ C C K ! ~

~-

Work Phone # Aqh7-e_
Occupation / u ~ ? i f / " ) + h,:,
c

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

S

Height

' ,'i_

air*

~ e i g h t x s - . sex=

I@ Contacts Y@
'h?
Coo pe cci-hu

Facial air

Race--.___
Glasses Y
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's

EyesdZLL

C).
?<a
IL

...~re<,,s K L K C C > % ~ - ~g~
L ,T-d
M

Clothing Description

ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION:
I /cob
Date ITime of Arrest 03../7- 0 5
# '2.3 J q
Arresting Officer D g . < . & L T O ~

CG??

/

7
T
//rd /?0L?Fs

rc?i

7

rrcl

~ocation

I; '
1

Agency

c Wde .k' G r c P n ~ G ~ri s~t *
Arrival at PSB / S Z/:

Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect hislher safety or

~

Yes (Explain)

No,

ability to be held without special attention by jail staff?

& S'&;hd/ .

~

VEHICLE INFORMATION:
Vehicle Lic.
~ L ''
S
79
ST=
YRM a k e ?*d?
i o ~ d ? r \ k x z-, (c L ~ a & f < f ' ~
Vehicle

K
isp position

Model

I Lh t ~.

dfid

Body

. Color(s) Q
l?
IR[.t\

/

..-

-

..

I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge(s) indicated and request a peace
aga111srrne ~ers011
I l a v e arreslea.
off~cer
ro rape nlm ner ~~irocusroo/I PI appear as o~recreonllo slgti a compla~~ir

CITIZEN ARREST:

-+art.ss

.

13~-

I

I

I Ra

ce

I

I

Sex

I

I

I

DOR

I

F-

I

I

I

364
3 -//? --06
VICTIM'S RIGHTS INFORMATION: Code: ~ E ~ h v s f c lnc
a l T=Threat of Phy. Ini. S=Sexual Offense

Name:

Code Mult. Victims Address:
yes NO
DOB Business Address:

I

Occuwation:

RacelSex

I

Aae

I

I

I

Phone:

I

T-i?A

;;d y
8

Bus. Phone:

t .

I

I
JAIL SHR# 355 Rev 3106

ADDITIONAL PROPERTY1 NARRATIVE CONTINUATION

Recovered Evidence:
1

1

DVD+RW, digital recording of incident #08-06133, title # I 1
start time: 17:50:29 hours t o end of recording, NFI.

1.

MI-Deputy C. Sciortino

KCSD #2330

208-446-1 300

2. O n Prairie Ave., X Greensferry Rd., near the City of Post Falls, Kootenai County, State of Idaho 83854.
3. O n 03117108 at approx. 1702 hours, I was dispatched to the above listed location i n regards to a two vehicle,
non-injury, crash. While en-route, I was advised by MI-Deputy C. Sciortino, who was already on scene, the
male driver of one of the vehicles appeared t o be intoxicated.

After arriving on scene, I spoke with S J i m Howard Ill and noticed he had a very strong odor o f an alcoholic
beverage coming from his breath and/or person. Howard was also slurring his words as he spoke.
4fter completing a pat search of Howard's person for weapons andlor contraband, with his consent, I asked
i i m to walk with me t o the front of my patrol vehicle. As we walked, I observed Howard staggering from
side-to-side as he walked. Once in front of m y patrol vehicle, I asked Howard where he was coming from.
Howard told me he had just left a friends house and was now heading home. Howard went o n t o say he was
Zastbound on Prairie Ave., when he was struck by a second vehicle, which caused his vehicle to roll.
4s I spoke with Howard, he told m e he had not consumed any alcoholic beverages since crashing and had not
:onsumed any alcoholic beverages before driving. After asking Howard why he had the strong odor of an
alcoholic beverage coming from his breath andlor person, he stated "It must have spilled on me, during the
:rash."
lfter asking Howard if he was willing t o complete field sobriety evaluations, he stated "Yes." All evaluations
Mere explained andlor demonstrated to Howard until he said he understood them. All evaluations were
~erforrnedin a level, paved, and lit roadway.
;aze Nystagmus: Howard does not wear contacts or glasses. His eyes tracked equally and were reactive to
ight. Howard displayed lack of smooth pursuit in both eyes, had distinct and sustained nystagmus at
naximum deviation in both eyes, and had an onset of nystagmus prior t o 45 degrees in both eyes. Howard did
l o t show signs of vertical nystagmus.
Nalk and Turn: Howard stepped out o f the instruction stance during the instruction phase. During the
?valuation on the first nine steps, Howard missed heel-to-toe on steps two, and nine. Howard then made an
mproper turn and stopped. Howard then failed to return nine steps as instructed.
3ne Leg Stand: Howard raised his right foot approx. six inches off the ground then placed i t back down at
wenty seconds. During this evaluation, Howard swayed from side-to-side and raised his left arm away from
i i s body for balance.
4fter having Howard complete the Field Sobriety Evaluations, I determined he had been driving Under the
nfluence o f Alcohol andlor Drugs. I told Howard he was under arrest and he was taken into custody without
ncident.
mmTrrPIIIY.

Dep, C . Hilton

. ,

..

,

.

2344

.

3 6

3./8-@5

ADDITIONAL PROPERTY1 NARRATIVE CONTINUATION

LOST

n

IIAMAGLL]

a

S T O L F I I~E C O V E R E L I ~OTHER

) After arriving at the PSB, I checked Howards mouth for foreign matter, then observed him for fifteen minutes,
: as I read him a current ALS 18-8002118-8002A Notice of Suspension Advisory Form. he became uncooperative

1
i

I

,

with a n d had t o be secured in a safety cell. Due to Howard's lack of cooperation, he was unable to give a
breath sample.
I contacted Central Dispatch and asked if Howard had any prior DUl convictions. I was advised Howard had
one prior conviction dated 0810512001 (see attached copy of Criminal History of additional information).
Howard's driving status also returned as suspended through the State of Idaho.

i After gathering all of Howard's information, I issued him citation #I11606 for violation of I.C. 18-8004 Driving

1

I

Under the Influence, Second Offense. Ithen issued Howard citation #I11607 for violation of I.C. 18-8001,
Driving Without Privileges Howard was then released into the custody of the Detention Deputies.

I The

above listed recovered evidence has been secured in an evidence locker at the Kootenai County Sheriff's

, Department.

i

/ 5. Radio Call
I

:ATE

OF IDAHO

C ~ U M S * OF
? KOOTENAI~'"

FILED:

ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE

? i ; g 8 f f f ~ 18

An 1%

19

and thr Court having examinrd the affidavit of WP C k 1 L T G ~
, the Court finds
probable cause ibr belirving that said crimejs) has hren commined and that thr defrndant committed said
crimejsf, and that heishe may
* be required to post bail prior to being rrleasrd.

DATED this

TIME:

/fi
-

day of

marc^,

?i

,~OD

B'DS @M

SHK G 9 Re1 07/06

Court Minutes Session: SIMPSON0318081

Page 16. ...

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1

APPLICATION FOR:

DOB

CASE NO.

)
)

1

BY

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER

)

1

PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR

NOTE:

If this application is being made on behalf of a mlnor, please answer the following questions a s they
apply to hislher parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse.

I , the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel:

My current mailing address is:

--

Street or P.O. Box

City

My current telephone number or message phone is:

208 b 7 ?

i.jbr?

Zip Code

c

Crimes Charged:
I request the Court appoint counsel a t county expense; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said
defense, in the sum and upon the terms a s the Court may order.
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION:
1. EMPLOYMENT:
A. E m p l o y e d : y e s -no
C. If not employed, or self-employed last
D. My employer is:
Address:
C

v'

B. Spouse E m p l o y e d : y e s -no

L& oak
09

2.

HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse):
Other income: (Specify: Child Support. S.S., V.S., A.D.C..
Wages before deductions $
Less Deductions
Food Stamps, Etc.)
Net Monthly Wages

3

HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHL '
Rent or Mortgage Payment $
Utllltles
$
f)
Clothlng
$
Transportailon
$
School
$

2 13

FOO~

$

,

2 -3d d
0 ,
406

Chlld Care
Recreation
Medlcal
insurance
Other (Specify)

$A
$A
$
$
$

Financial Statement and Ordur Regarding Public Defender, page 1 DC 028 Rev. 3106

#@

bs;>

*!3@<

3. HOUSEHOLDEXPENSES M~SHLY: (cant.)
DEBTS: Creditor
Creditor
Creditor
4.

5.

eG~+
\ s
-3

I

Total $
Total $
Total $

ASSETS:
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks
$
B. I (we) own personal property valued at
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at
D. I (we) own real property valued at
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $

f

per mo
per mo
per mo

$
$
$

)

THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify):

The above named
defendant
parent
guardian appeared before the
the
aid
of
counsel.
The
court
having
considered the foregoing, and
court on the aforesaid
DENIES the appointment of the service of
having personally examined the applicant;
counsel.
+ORDERS
monthly beginning
The applicant is ordered to pay $
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until

.20-

[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due.
[ ] t h e sum of $
has been paid.

THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CASE; THIS AMOUNT M
ENTERED this

\

\ A n
Custody Status: -

Bond $

day of

!h

-Out

1s;D
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 .&?I

CQ

31

U~ll,lLi!~~~l
J . DOUGI-.AS
I'rosecuting Atiomey
>Oi Cic~vcmmcnt1Vih;ay;'Wox 9000
Coeu- d'/\lene. ID 83816-1(1-i
Telephone: (20X) 446- I800
ASSIGNED A'ITORNEI'
St-IAKF GREEKHANK
i>eput~Prosecuting iltromey
IN THE DISTRICI' COIIKI OF THE FIRST .li;DlCI41- DISTRICT OF ?'FIE
STATE OF IDAHO. II.;AND FCiTi. THE C O l ? i i T l OF KOCITENAI

J
J

CASE \0 CR FOX-5287

1
f
)

JIM HOWARD, 111,
DOE:
SSN:
Defe~ldant.
~

)
1

j

1

4RICTDCD
CRIMl3AL COMPLAIKT
Agency N o . 08-001 33 KCSD

)
)

1
COMES "\10\1.:,Deputy Prosecuting A t t o ~ ~ i eSHASE
y
GREENB.4NIC. and amends tile

co~iiplaintas follows: complains that the above t ~ t ~ i i edeferidant
d
did com~nitthe clime of

OPER4TING A MOTOR \'EWICLE WHILE tir\'DER THE INFLliEWCEOF ALCOHOL. a
Felony. ltlahtr Code $5 18-8003,1S-8005, and C:OliNT 11, DRII'ING I3'ITHOUT PRIVILEGES.

a Misdemeanor: Idaho Code 518-8001: committed as ibllou~s:
COUNT I
That the defendalit. JIM HOFT'ARD, 111. oli ol ahout the 17"' (lay of March. 2008. In
the Count): ofKoote~iai,State o f Idaho. did drive orwns in actual physical control o f a motor
vei~icle,o ~or
i about a highway, streel. or bridge or up011public or private propcrLy opc11LO the

pui)!ic. v,:hilc under the 111flucnceofrrlcitho! and'o!. cirugs:
C:OlIR'?' I1

the Coun~).of I<ootenai. State oi'ltlaho. did di-i\.c oru'as in ac~ualpl~!/sical colltro! oi'a motor
\:elliclc, on or al,ou! a hightva). street. or hridgc 0:. upon public 01- privare property open tcl the

finn: hrce and cffec~oi.t!ie statule in siich cascmadc and pro\,ided and agrrins: thc peace and
dignity of the People o f t h e State of Idaho. Said Cornplail~ilnltl~c-reforeprays for further
proceedings according to law.

PART I1
The C o ~ ~ ~ p l a i rfurtl~er
~ a l ~ r informs the court thai the d e f e ~ l d a ~JIM
? . NOM'ARD, 111. was
previously convictec! of another viola?ion oi'l .C. 18-8004 a~ld/osa substar~tial!ysimilar confonnillg
n ( i 0) years of the a h o ~ date.
e
to-wit
forc~gnstalule 1%ice w ~ t h ~ten
1) 4 conviction was enrered on or about 11-03-2002 in Ken1 County. California. in cause
number BM6Oh'1747A:
2) .A conviction was entered on or abour 12-1 0-2003 in Kootenai County, Idaho. in cause

all of tvhlch IS ~r~~itrttrk
to tlic form. forcc and cffcct of the statute 111 such case rnadc and p ~ o v ~ d e d
and aga~~is:
[lie pcacc a11d ( I I ~ I I I ~of; the Pcoplc of the Stale of Idaho

WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS

1-LCIlcpilty Prosecuting Atiorncy
2 01'2

,\plk~Nf)l~ll
C'l<l~~llNAl,
COMT'l.,Alh''l~

---,

Q q d a ) of' / 1 7 @ 4 C d ~ , .
ZOO!: a t ~ y alcl! corec: :opy of
1 Iln-eh\. ci7tifi: tila1 on tileL-~the hrcgoing &
,m
. ended
C:~.ill~it~al
Conipiilin; was caused to bc [ faxed nulled T~rsiclass i ] lland
t:
DEFENL>ERS 0FFIC:E. I.0.M
delivel-ed to rittorney fix I l e h d a ~ ~PUBi,lC

-

I':lgi 3 of'?

Ak/li~~?JI>EI~)
C'l<!MINAI, (~Obil~'l,i\L?:'

:/

Coun M~nutesSesslon STOW040408P

Page 1

Couit Minules Session: STOW040408P

Page 2. ...

*
a
3

13.4 1 :02
13:41:27
13:41.53
13:42:06
13:42:25
13:42:49
13:42.5 I
13:43: 15
13:43:23
13:43'42
13:43:46
1 3:44:07
13:44:11
13:44.18
7
2

:Oi
:I I

13:46.47
13:47:23
13:47.29
13:47:45
13:48:00
13:48:29
13:48:38
13:48:59
13.49.01
13.49:21

Add Ins: WILL, DEPUTY

WENT TO HIS PATROL VEll1Cl.E ASKED DCF TO STEP OlJT
- STRONG ODOR OF A1 C OVERWIILMING SMELL - JIE STFj'PED OUT - SLLJRRLD
SPEECH - EYES BLOODSI-107
BODY SWEATING OUT SMELL OF AIX
YES SPOKE WITH HIM STRONG ODOR COMlNG I:ROM 1 llN
AS 11E SPOKE
YES OBSERVED HIM U7ALKING - WALKED TO MY PATROL
VEHICLE - STAGGERING BACK AND
FRTH
YES I ASKED HIM IF HE I IAD ANYTf IlNG TO DRINK DEF SAID HE DID NOT DRINK PItIOR
TO 'S11E CRASH
1 DIDNOT CALI. INSIDE VEHICI,E U'AS BEING FLII'I'FD
BACK OVER TO SEE IF ALC
CONTAINERS WERE IN CAR
YES ROAD WAS PRAIRIE A
GREENSFERRY HAS A STOP
BOTH SIDES
YES ROAD OPEN TO PIJBLIC
1 BELIEVE IT WAS A VAN
YES IN IDAHO - IN KOOTENAI COUNTY
1 ASKED HIM TO DO FIELD SOBRILTY TESTS - HC
LWDERSTOOD AND TOOK ALL THE
EVALUATIONS
YES HE HAD SIX INDICATOR POINTS - MAX P
OWED HE. WAS CONSUMING
CK OF SMOOTH PURSUIT - ONSET OF AS
NDICATEI) ALC CONSUMPTION
YES HE ATTEMPTED WALK AND TURN - YES HE
UNDERSTOOD TEST
EXPL41NS WALK AND TURN PROCEDURE - H E STEI'PEI)
OUT OF PROCESS -MISSED 2 STEPS
OR STEPPED OFF LINE
YES I MADE REPORTTHE SAME DAY
REVIEWS HIS REPORT HE FILED ON DUI CASE
NO HE DID NOT COMPLETE THE REST OF THE TEST COULD NOT COMPLETE THE HEEL
TEST - HE STOPPED THE EVALUATION
YES ONE LEG STAND - YES 1 INSTRUCTED AND Hk
UNDERSTOOD TEST - HE ATTEMPTED
TEST
'THREE INDICATORS ON THAT TEST WITHIN 30 SFCOND
TIME PERIOD
NO OTIHER TESTS PERFORMED

Couti Minules Session: STOW040408P
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*

&2?

13:49,27
13:49.35
13.49.53
13:49:55
13:50 15
13:50,37
13:50:47
13:s 1:03
I 3:51:25
13:s 1:37
13:s 1.54
3

1I

13:52:30
13.53: 10

YES HE FAILED ALL TI-IIIEE I'ESTS
1 HAD HIM WALK TO THE FJtONT OF MY VEIilGLE AND 1
ARRESTED FllM FOR DlJl AND
FLANDCUF1:ED
HE WAS COOPCRA'I'IVE UNTIL T1IAl' POIN'I AND 71 ICN 11E
REFUSED BAC 'rms
ADVISED DISPATCH 1 ARRLS1 CD IilM AVD 1 IDROVL:'10
JAIL
YES READ HIM THE ALS FORM
YES I ASKED EflM TO GIVE TEST AND FlL SAlD NO
YES I GOT HIS FCJI,L NAME - JIM HOWARD 111 IDENTFIE3 DEF
VERIFIES DATE OF B11ITH
YES GOT ADDRESS FROM HIS CA DTilVLRS LICENSE
REVIEWS REPORT FOR ACTUAL ADDRESS
Public
Add

AITER 1N REGARDS T O TIIE PRlORS INDENTY TO BE VERIFIED DOESN'T FALL IINDER HEAR SAY
OING 1,OR MORE

rI IAN A

E TRUTH OF THE MATTER DOCUMENT THAT WAS PROVIDED BY THE DEI - WILL
ALLOW TESTIMONY
Add Ins: GREENBANK, SI-IAYNE

DX
Add Ins: HILL, DEPUTY

READS ADDRESS FROM DRlV LIC
Pnblic Defender: Renter, Dennis
CX
Add Ins: HILL, DEPUTY
1 DID NO'I' CITE HIM FOR DAMAGE 01 ACClDENT
YES HAD VlDEO AND YES 1 RLVIEWED IT AND IT IS

Couit Minules Session: STOW040408P
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1: 2 5

PLACED IN OUR EVIDENCJ: LOCKLK
A7 THE FACII .ITY
YES TRAINING TO HORKIZONTAL STAGNAS
LONG BEFORE OR IMMED BEFORE
YES I IE WAS IN HAND CLJMS WI IEN I ENCOLI 1'L;RI'D i 1IM
INJTIA1,LY IN THE BACK O r TI 11:
I'ATROI, CAR
UTY SCARINTlNO ADVISED lllM
I DO NOT KNO
OF HIS RIGIiTS
YES I ADIVSED 14lM OF THE PENALTIES IF 11E RFFLISED
SAC TLSTS -YES I FOLLWED
NO I WAS NOT INVOLVED IN INVEST OF ACCIDPN'I
Add Ins: GREENBANK. SHAYNE
TY
FACE WAS SKINNED - DEI CI.AIMED TO BE FlNE - ALL
ON THE VIDEO
NO INDICATION THAT HEAD INJURY HAD OCCURtYD TO ME
-PUPILS EOU4L SIZE AND HE
Add Ins: GREENBANK, SRAYNE
NOTHING FURTHER
PnhIic Defender: Renter, Dennis
RE CX
13:59.58

Add Ins: mLL, DEPUTY
1 DON'TKNOW THAT THE WAY HE WAS WALKING WAS
AFI ECTED BY HEAD NJURY

14:00. 16

P~tblicDefender: Renter, Dennis
NOTHING FURTHER

14:01:25

Add Ins: GREEh%AI*rX, SHAYNE
PRESENTS POSSIBLE EVIDENCE TO JUDGE

14:01:35

Jndge: Stow, James D.
EXHIBlTS I AND 2 ADMIITED INTO EVIDENCE
REVIEWS EXHIBITS

14:01:5 1

Gouit Minules Session: STOW040408P
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(Specifydisn~isseticl~arge(sJt n l :!IKIVC iille, if 01111-1ci~:ngcsstill p~ldiusj
I'rclinlillary lleanllg ilavillg 1,cul waivcd by lllc defendanl 011 llle above lislecl cllargc(s).

/
/

1'1-clinli1lary 11c;wingh;lvirlg 11ecn llelil i l l l11c ;~hovccnlilleil inallcr. alld il appearing lo me ih;il lilt ol'iensc(si set
forltl above llas i 1121vc been colll~llillcd,and lherc is suflicienl c:lusc ICI believe tile n;~mecldc.icndalll is guilty
Ihcleoi:

I'T IS HI;XEljY ORI)I:RI*;I) lllal lllc dcrendalll is tleltl to answer tile above cllargc(s) nncl is houlld over lo I>is~riclCourl.
'l'lle I'rc~scculingAtt~n~icy
sllall Iilc all infc,mlalio~lihm incllides all dlarges ulldcr Illis casc nulllhen
1.1' IS IFIJRTIICR 0KL)EUEU tllai tile dckndanl l>e admiilcti 10 11ail in lhc ;~lllounl<,I' $
.. ant1 is
10 llle cusloily of tile Koi,lcll;ii Coullly Sl~eriffpc~~ding
lllc givillg of such bail.
cain~uillc~l

/ i)efcnd:m( was a~lviscdofihc charges and potential 1,alallics and ofcleiclldan13 rights. and tlaving waived llisfiler

/

cmlsliluticnlal rights lo: a ) 1ri;d h? jury: bj relnaill silent: ;uld c j cc~lll'roncwilncsses, tllereaflcr l,lecl goilly lo 111c
cllalpc(s) conlained in lllc infc~rmatiinltiled iry lhc l'roseculing Anon~cy.
I T IS I~IIRl'HI7ROKDI<Kh:I) t11:lt nol iacr tiIan 14 days aflcr lllc dale 01' this oriicn 1>cfend:111(
sllall erller R I I ~Iilc ;I
u'rillell plczl wllich stalcs: the Del'elldent's true ~lalne.agc. eclucatioll and lilcracy levels: UeSenc1;mt's rights lo trial allcl couclsel ancl
any w a i ~ c rof sucll rigllts: [he offense or offcrrscs or wllicll Defclldtanl is charged logether with the nlinilnum allil lnaxillluln
xnfcricc for each ellarge: alld Uekndanl's plea to c : ~ hcllwge. the cslinlaled lilnc ncccsszlry Iur 1ri;ll. if any: Defell~lant's cun-el11
cuslody slatus: an11 L>eSelld;lnt's cun-cnl physical residcllcc adclress. ~nzlilinga~l~lress
and lelepllc>ne numlrer. A copy of thc
L>cicnrlanl's writlcn plea shall he dclivere~l10 t11c assigned,iudgc's resident cllalnhers. Failure to timely file a written plea shall
11e a basis to revoke bond o r release, and issue a bench warrant.
11' IS FLIRTHER 0UI)I':KI:D lllal all p~cllialmolirnls ill this casc sllall he lilcd 1101 lalcl Illan 42 days alicr the (late
Illis ordcl- unless ordered ollleru'isc. All suclt prclrizil n~oliollsi l l Illis nlaller sllall hc acconlpanie(1 by a brief ill supporl of lllc
tl~rougl~
tllc Coor1.
nlolinll. and a ilr~ticcof hcarillp lor a dale sclle~liile~l
01'

TEll7 CASE IS ASSIGNEl>TO JUDGE

ENTEIIED lllis

A?-I 1

day 01.

nl ;4cbe 1

i.20&.

Judge
p

is

.F;A$
'
~
i44ssi:ncd

Y . : 2 ~ ' a s fo~lows:

-5

po&f/, .1>eScnda111

c
u Defensel All~,nley
~&NfSj
rlislricl ludgc: l&eroflicc
t1cliva.y / ji;lxcd

1
"

I ~ C Oflicc
A 511 iax 446-1324
(ifill cuslody ;il filx 446-1407j
1 KCSO Kccrnd> Sax 446-1307 (re: NC'Cfi

iwlil

,.-40
,'u

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF KOOTEI~AIISS'

Dennis lieutcr, Ilcputy I'ublic Dcfcndel.
OiTicc of thc Kootenai County I'uhlic Ilcfender
400 Northwest Boulevard
1' O Box 9000
Coeur d'ilicnc, Idaho 8.18 16-9000
Office (208) 346-i 700: FAX (208) 346-1 701
Bar Number: 61 54

FILED:

lr)

CLERK DISiRIC COURT

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COIJNT\' OF KOOl'EN41

S'TAl'E: OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff.

v.

)

CASE NUMBER CRFIM-08-0005287

)
)

MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT

.JIM NOWARI), 111,

Defendant.

COMES NOW, the abovc-named defendant. by and through the attorney of record, and
hercby moves thc court for an Order direct~ngthe clerk of the court to prepare and complete the
transcript ofthc P I I E L I M ~ A IHFAIIINC;
IY
held in the ahove-entitled matler on the 4"' day ofApril,
2008, before the 1-lonorable James D. Stow. This motion is made on the grounds that the transcript
of said hearing is necessary for defense counscl in ordcr to prepare a defense on behalf of the
defendant in this matter.
Counsel for the defendant furthcr moves thc co~rrtto order that thc costs necessary for the
prcparation and co~nplet~on
of thc transcript bc paid at county cxpcnse and at no expense to the
defense. This motion is ~ n a d con thc grounds that the defendant was detcr~nincdto be indigent by

MOTION FOR PHF.I'AKATION O F TKANSCI1IPT
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the above-cnt~tlcd court on March l8.2007, and further. that dcfcndant's representation is provldcd
lor by thc Officc orthe Kootenai County I'ubl~cIlcfender

,"/Y">

ljA'l'EI> this ..-.

.,

.

day of April? 2008
0f:I;ICL 01: TI IF, KOOTENAI
COllh'l'Y J'UB1,IC: I)I<f:I<NIlI:R

DEPUTY PUB1.IC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1 hereby ccrtifj that on the _

the foregoing was mailed,

!\

.

,2008, a true and correct copy of
prepaid, or sent by facsimile or interoffice mail to:

Office of the Kootcnai County I'rosecutoi

96 Interoffice Mail
Kootenai County Courthouse Transcript Department
% Intcroflice ,Mail

MOTION FOR PREPARATION 017 TRANSCRIPT
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STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF KOOTENAI)SS
Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the ~ o o t e n a i ~ o u Public
n t ~ Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone:
(208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6154

FILED:

2088 IIPR -7 AM 9: 3 1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

j
)

j

Plaintiff,

CASE NUMBER C R - O ~ - O O O ~ Z ~ ~

j
\

v.

j

JIM HOWARD, Ill,

j

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN PLEA

j
j
j
j
j

Defendant.

I, JIM HOWARD, Ill, having been advised of my rights do acknowledge the following:
1.

2.

I am represented by my lawyer, Dennis Reuter.

I am charged with having committed the following crime(s):

COUNT I - OPERATINGA MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, a
Felony, 1.C.

$5 18-8004, 18-8005, which

is punishable by imprisonment not to exceed ten (10)

years, a mandatory 30 days in the county jail, a fine not to exceed $10,000 and driving privileges
suspended not to exceed five (5) years after release from imprisonment.

3.

1 am g y e a r s of age. I have

-years of education.

I do not have any trouble

in reading and understanding the English language.

4.

I understand that I have the following rights: which I keep if I plead n o t guilty:
a.
I have a right to a trial before a jury of 12 persons; that the state must
convince each of those 12 persons of my guilt beyond a reasonable doubt; that in
order to prove its case, the state must call witnesses to testify, under oath, before

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN PLEA
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c53

me, before the jury and before my lawyer My lawyer would have the r~ghtto
quest~onthose witnesses or cross examlne them
I would have the right to call witnesses of my choosing to testify concerning
b.
my guilt or innocence. If I do not have the money to bring those witnesses to court
the state would pay the cost of bringing those witnesses to court.
I have the absolute right to remain silent throughout my entire trial. I cannot
c.
be compelled to testify.
1 understand that if I plead "guilty," I will give up all of the rights recited in

5.

Paragraph 4. That is:
There will be no trial. There will be no witnesses concerning my guilt or
a.
innocence. I will waive my right to remain silent. In fact, I can be required to take the
oath and testify about the matters to which I have pled guilty.
If I pled guilty, I will give up any right to contest or object to anything that has
b.
happened in my case prior to the time I enter my guilty plea. For example, I will not
be able to challenge the method or manner of my arrest, or of any searches of my
person or property, or of any confession or statement I may have made.
If I pled guilty, I will be considered to have admitted each of the facts alleged
c.
in the charge to which I pled guilty.
Atthe time I sign this plea, I am not under the influence of any drugs or alcohol that in

6.

any way interferes with my ability to understand what I am doing. I am not suffering any mental
illness or disability that interferes with my ability to understand what I am doing.

I? . c 00
.

I am in custody My ball 1s set at $
L

8.

o

I am not in custody.

o

My residence is at

o

My mailing address is

I have discussed the charges against me and all the matters set forth in this form with

my lawyer.
*

9.

*3

. . .~~
-...-

..

-.- .-....

---

-.>

I plead NOT GUILTY to all charges.

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN PLEA
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\\

1

-10.

plea bargain. If

understand and

-11.

I plead GUILTY to the charges in Count(s)- of the Information. I have not been
/
r'
\
er to get me to ead guilty. No one has threate d me to t me to plead
promised anything in
guilty. I enter

kpg
l

that the ,
L
i
d
me g
to the
e
X

plea freely, voluntarily

maximum punishment f o r t

crime(s) have pled guilty, I did the things and acts alleged in the

charge(s) to which I pled guilty

CERTIFICATE OF LAWYER
I concur with the foregoing plea. If the plea is not guilty, I estimate a

I

a

'& day trial.
Lawyer

DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
,
.
?
I
,
, ,
I hereby certify that on the 4' day of /r.c?
'i
,2008, a trueand correct copy of
the foregoing was mailed, postage prkpaid, or se6t by'facsimile or interoffice mail to:
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN PLEA
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I>ennis IZeutcr, I>eputy l'ublic Uefcnder
Office of the Kootcnai Co~inty13ublicI>cfcndcr
400 Northwest Boulevard
1' 0 130s 9000
Coeur d'Alenc, Idaho 8381 6-9000
Office (208) 436-1700; FAX (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6154

IN THE IIISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST ,JIJI)ICIAL 1)IS'TIlICT OF THE
STATE OF Il)AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTKNAI

STATE OF II)AHO,
I'laintiff,

v.

)

1
)

JIM HOWARI), 111,

CASE NUMBER CRFIM-08-0005287
0RI)ER FOR PIlEPAIlATION O F
PRGLIMIKAIlY HEARING TIlANSCIlIPT

1
1

T~IC
court having before it the foregoing motion and good good cause appearing, now,
therefore,

IT IS HEREBY OI1DKIlEI) that the clerk of the court shall prepare and complete the

HEARING
held in the above-entitledmatter on the41t' day of April.
transcript ofthc PREI,IMII\:ARY
2008.

IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDEI1EI) that the costs necessary for thc preparation and
completion of said transcript shall be paid at county expense and at no expense to the defense.

IT IS FURTHER HEllEBY OI1I)ERED that the transcript shall be complete and submitted

ORDER FOR 17RI?PARATIONO F TRANSCRIPT

Page 1

r*7 r
330

to all partles to tlns actlon no later than thc
DATED t h ~ s

rki

7

Cq 6 day of

day of

5d

Q

&

, 2008

,2047

JUDGE

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

4 3

I hereby certify that on the '
day of
,2008, a true and conect wpy of
the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or interoffice mail to:
Kootenai County Courthouse Transcript Department
% lnterofficc Mail
Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootcnai County Public Defender
o/i; FAX 208-446-1 701
Office of the Kootenai County Prosecutor
% FAX 208-446-1833

ORDER FOR PKEPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT
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WlLLlAM J. DOUGLAS
Prosecuf ng Attorney
50 1 Government Wiy/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-197 1
Telephone: (208) 446-1800
ASSIGNED ATTORKEY
SNrlAE C;IEENBANK
Deputy Prosecutn~gAttorney

IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF TFIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
\#S.

JIM HOWARD, 111,
DOB
SSN:
Defendant.

1
1
1

Case No. CR-FO8-5287

)

INFORlClATION

1
1
1
1
1
1
)

WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of
Idaho, who prosecutes inits behalf, comes now into Court. and does accuseJIM HOWARD, I11 of
the cnme(s) of COUNT I, OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, Idaho Code 518-8004. 18-8005. and COUNT 11, DRIVING
WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, Idaho Code 5 18-800 1, conlrnitted as follows:
COUKT I
That the defendant, JIM HOWARD, III, on or about the 17'"ay

of March, 2008, is1 the

County ofKootenai, State of Idaho, did driveor was in actual physical control of amotorvehicle, on

INFORMATION - 1

or about a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property opcn

to

thc public, whilc

under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs;
COUKT I1
That the defa~dmt?
JIM tIOWARD, 111, on or about the I :"'day of March, 2008, in the
County of Kootenaii Stateof Idaho. did drive or was in actual physical control of amotor vehicle, on
or about a highway, street or bridge or upon puhlic or private property open to the public, knowing
his operator's license was suspended in Idaho or any other state, all of which is contrary to the form,
force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of
the People of the State ofIdaho.

PART I1
The Complainant further informs the court that the defendant, JIM HOWARD, 111, was
previously convicted of another violation of I.C. 18-8004 and/or a substantially similar conforming
foreibm statute twice within ten (10) years of the above date, to-wit:
1) A conviction was entered on or about 12-04-2002 in Kern County, California, in cause
number BM608247A;
2) A conviction was entered on or about 12-10-2003 in Kootenai County, Idaho, ill cause
number CR-2003 -00 17944;
all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided
and against the peace and dignity of'the People of the State of Idaho
DATED this

qfl

day of

,2008.

PROSECUTING AYTORNEY
Q
FOR KOOTENAI COGSTY, IDAHO

INFORMATION - 2

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the
the foregoing and the Order Holding was caus
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE, 1.O.M.
JIM HOWARD, 111, LCPSB

INFORMATION - 3

,2008, a true and correct copy of

WILLlAM .I. DOUGLAS
Prosecuti~igAttorney
s01 Govern~nentWayiRox 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 1D 8381 6-1 971
Telephone: (208) 446-1 S O 0

ASSIGNED ATTORNEY
SjfA,AE GI<L-Eh'B,~t
RK
Deputy Prosecuting .4ttorncy

"--

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THk I'IRST JUDlClAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1

STATE OF IDAHO:

)

Plaintiff,
1,s.

JIM HOWARD, 111,
DOB:
SSN:
Defendant.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CR-FO8-5287

AMENDED INFORMATION

)
1

WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Ibotenai, State of
Idaho: who prosecutes inits behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse JIM HOWARD, IIIof
the crime(s) of COUNT I, OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, Idaho Code $18-8004, 18-8005, 19-25 14, and COUNT 11,
DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, ldaho Code 5 1 8-800 1, committed as follows:
COLWT 1
That the defendant, JIM HOWARD, III, on or about the 17"'day of March, 2008, in the
County ofKootenai, State of Idaho, did driveor was in actual physical control of amotorvehicle, on

AMENDED INFORMATION - I

or about a higiiwily, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public. while
under the influe~lceof alcohol;
COUNT I1
That the defendant. JIM WOWARI), 111, on or about the 1 71hday of March, 2008, in the
County ofKootenaii State of Idaho, ciici drive or was in actual physical control of alnotor vehicle, on
or &out a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public, knowing
his operator's license was suspended in ldahoor an): other state, all ofwhich is contrary to the form,
force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and diknity of
the People of the State of Idaho.

PART I1
The Con~plainantfurther informs the court that the defendant, JIM HOWARD, 111, was
previously convicted of another violation of I.C. 18-8004 andlora substantially similar conforming
foreign statute twice within ten (10) years of the above date, to-wit:
1) A conviction wa.entered on or about 12-04-2002 in Kern County, California, in cause
number BM608247A;
2) A conviction was entered on or about 12-10 2003 in Kootenai County, Idaho, in cause
number CR-2003 -00 17944;
all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided
and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho.

PART I11
The Prosecuting Attonley hrther informs the Court that the defendant,J I M HOWARD, 111,
while committing the offense of Felony Driving M'hiIe Under the Influence, as charged in the
Information, had been previously been convicted of at least two (2) separate felony offenses: and,

AMENDED INFORMATION - 2

pursuant to 1.C. $ 1 0-2514, is properly considered u persistent violator. Defendant's previous
convictions consist of'the following f'elo~iyoffenses:

1)

Burglary in the Second Degee, State of Olclahc~rna,Case No. CRF-83-105; date of
ludgnent and Sentence 08-24-83.

2)

Burglaryin the Second Depec, State of Washington, Case h;o. 87-1-000107-3, date
of Judgment and Sentence 01 -08-88.

3)

Possession o f a Controlled Substance, State of California, Case No. FOX-3003696,
date ofJudg?lient and Sentence 08-1 8-98,

DATED this

z;fG,

day of

,2008.

WILLIAM J DOUGLA
"
PROSECUTING A T T ~ N E Y
FOR ICOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO
CERTIFICATE OF MAlLING
1 hereby cert~fythat on i h e ~ ' h a ) . o f
the foregorng and the Order Holdrng was
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE. 1.O.M.
JIM HOWARD, 111, LCPSB

AMENDED INFORMATION - 3

,2008. a true and correct copy of

I > e ~ ~ nReuter,
is
Deputy Public 1)efellder
Oliice of the Kootenai County Public Defcntler
PO Box 0000
C:cteur- tilAlenc, Idaho 838 16-9000
I'hone: (208) 446-1 700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 61 54
IN TllE DlSTKlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TflE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1
1

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintrff,

)

V.

1
1

JIM HOWARD 111,

)
)

CASE NUMBER CR-08-5287
Felony
MOTION IN LiMINE

)
)

Defendant.

-- 1
Defendant, by and through his attorney, Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender, hereby
rnovcs this Court for arl order limiting the evidence presented by the State and the testimony of
the State's investigating officers in two respects:

I ) Pass of fail field sobriety tests
2) T'ze use of prc,-~Wirrnzdqpost-arrest statemelzts

I ) Pass ofjai1,fiLld sohrieoj tests
Mr. Howard requests that the Court prohibit the investigating officers from testifying that
Howard "passed" or "failetl" any of the field sobriety tests (FSTs). As set forth in the legal
argument below, thc coordination tests given to Howard are not sufficiently valid to exclude
those people not under the influe~~cc
and include all those who are under the influence.
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The FST's are rnore of an organizational tool to record tlre results o f coordination tests
thar, a sdc~ltifjctool revealing who is or is not under the influence. The officer should not be
allowed to elevate observations to a pseudo-scientific test that one can pass or fail.

Legul Argumertf
Scientific evidence is adlnissible in ldaho pursuant to Rule 702, ldaho Rules of Evidence
(IRE). "This Court reaffirms that the appropriate test h r measuring the scientific reliability of
evidence is I.R.E. 702." State v. Gleuson, 123 ldaho 62 at 65, 844 P.2d 691 (1992).
The results offield sobriety tests and other tests collducted by the arresting officer cannot be
said to he "scientific" in the context of Rule 702. As was also said in Gleason, supra.
Deputy Wolfinger's testimony relating to the HGN test results was not
offered as independent screntifically sound evidence of Gleason's
intoxication. Rather, it was offered and admitted for the same purpose
as other field sohriety test evidence--a physical act on the part of
Gleason ohserveti by the officer contributing to the ~umulativeportrait
of Gleason intimating intoxication in the officer's opinion.
All of the tests conducted by the officers in this case may be useful in remembering
certain physical actions by Jim Howard, hut without a proper foundation such tests are not to he
admitted as scientific proof of use or intoxication.
The issue of what a patrol officer may say about FSTs was decided by a Federal District
Court in Maryland. In Uizited State2 v. Fiorn, 185 F.Supp.2d 530 (D.C. Maryland 2002), the
court reviewed the scientific literature and conducted len@hy hearings to examine this Rule 702
issue
In a thorough, well-written opinion, the Court concludcd that (given the present state of
the science) an officer may testify about the observations hc has made as circumstantial evidence
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of intoxication, but not as direct scientific evidcncc of any specific blood alcohol content. See
l/rziiei/Sfutes v. tlorri, 185 F.Supp.2d 530 at 561 (D.C. Marylalld 2002)

Furtlrcnnore, when the oficer tcstrfics about Howard's physrcal actroils whllc conduct~ng
the FSTs, he may not use language that describes them rn screntific-sounding temls, such as
"stiindarcii/ed clues" or that Howard "passed" or "falled" the tests.
In UnitedStates v. I-iorn, 185 F.Supp.2d 530 at 550 the Court commented:
If offered as circumstantial evidence of alcohol intoxication or
impairment, the probative value of the Sifts derives from their
basic nature as observations ofhuman behavior, which is not
scientific, technical or specialized knowledge. To interject into
this essentially descriptive process technical terminology regarding
the number of "standardized clues" that should be looked for or
opinions of the officer that the subject "fiiled" the "test," especially
when such testimony cannot be shown to have resulted from
reliable methodology, unfairly cloaks it with unearned credibility.
Any probative value these tenns may have is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice resulting from words
that irnply reliability. I therefore hold that when testifying about
the FST's a police officer must be limited to describing the
procedure administered and the observations of how the defendant
perfomled it, without resort to tenns such as "test," "standardized
clues," "pass" or "fail," unless the government first has established
a foundation that satisfies Rule 702 and the L)aubert/Kumho Tire
factors regarding the reliability and validity of the scientific or
technical underpinnings of the NHTSA assertions that there are a
stated number of clues that support an opinion that the suspect has
"failed" the test. (Footnote omitted.)

Thc officer's opirrion that Howard was under the influence of alcohol must be based on
scientific evidence if it is to be a Rule 702 science-based opinion. The current law and factual
circumstances of this case will not allow that Rule 702-type of opinion. If the opinion is not

science-based, the officer should rrot be able to express a Rule 701 lay opinion if tlre officer used
pseudo-scientific measures to reach that opinion.
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An officer should not be allowed to express a 701 lay opinion if the opinion is rcally
bascd upon 12ule 702 scierice. Support for this proposition comes, in part, from a clrarrgc to lZule
701 (opirliorr testimony by lay witnesses) cffcctive July 1, 2002. The amendment adds a section
to Rule 701 stating that a lay opinion is limited to that whiclr is ",..not baseti on scientificl
technical or c~tlrerspecialized knowledge witliirr the scope of Rule 702."

2) TIze use ofpre-Miranda, post-arrest statements

Statements rnade by a suspect after he has been arrested, but before he has been advised
of h ~ "Mlranda"
s
nghts (M~randa1~ Arrzona, 384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694

(1966)) cannot be used in the State's case in chief.
Such a violation of one's co~~stitutional
rights occurs when the State attempts to use such
statements at trial. As was said in United Stutes v. Patune, 542 U.S. 630 at 641-42, 124 S.Ct.

"It follows that police do not violate a suspect's constitutional
rights (or the Miranda rule) by negligent or even deliberate failures
to provide the suspect with the full panoply of warnings prescribed
by Miranda. Potential violatiolzs occur, if a t all, o n b upon tlte
adnri.ssion of rrn~varnedstatements into evidence af trial. And at
that point, '[tlhe exclusion of ullwarned statements ...is a complete
a l ~ dsufficient remedy' for any perceived Mirunda violation."
(Emphasis added.)
Also, "[wlhen statemerrts made by a defendant during the course of an in-custody
interrogatio~rare offered at trial, the state must establish a voluntary, knowing, and intelligent
waver of the suspect's rrghts" - State v Perfon, 140 Idaho 934 at 937, 104 P.3d 976 ICt.App
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OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
/--

BY:

DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on t h e w day of June, 2008, addressed to:
Kootena~County Prosecutor
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OFFICE OF 'I'IIE KOOTENAI COUNTY
l3IJUL,IC DEFENDER
Dcnms Kcuter, Deputy Publrc Deferrcicr
PO Box 0000
C'oeur d'Alenc, ldairo 838 16-9000
I'lronc (208) 446- 1700, Isax (208) 440-1 701
Bal number 6154
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRS?' JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

1

STATE OF IDAI"1,

)

Plarnt~ff,

1

CASE NUMBER CR-08-5287
Felony
DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED
JURY INSTRUCTIONS

Defendant.

)
)
)
)

JIM HOWARD 111,

Defendant, by and through his attorney, Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender,
respectfully submits the Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions No. 1 through 3 in addition to
the Court's general instructions on the law
DATED this

@

day of June, 2008
OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
CO,LXJY PUBLIC DEFENDER
BY:
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by hand
delivery or by placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the
day of June,
2008. addressed to:
n
Kootcrrai County P~.osecutor
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Page I

#r

Dcfencl;~nt's

- Rcnsonahlc Doubt

tinder our law and system ofjustice. the clefendant is presurned to be innocent.

'rile presumption of innocence means two things.
First, the state has t l ~ cburden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that
burden throughout the trial. The defklrdarlt is uever required to prove his innocence, nor
does tllc defcndant ever have to produce any evidence at all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A
reasonable doubt is rrot a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason
and common sense. It is the kind of doubt which would make an ordinary person hesitant
to act in the most important affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the
evidence you have a reasonable doubt about the defendant's bnilt, you must find the
defendant not guilty.

Source: ICJ1 103A

GIVEN
REFUSED
ACCEPTED
MODIFIED
COVERED

/

Defendant's ti&-

Under the Influenee

'To corrstitute the crime 01-driving while under the influence of alcohol, it is not

necessary that the driver of a motor vehicle hc sliowrl to have been in anv particular
degree or state of intoxication, hut only that such driver at the tirne charged has consurned
alcohol to such an extent as to influence or affect 111sdriving of the motor vehicle.
The influence must be noticeable or perceptible and affect a physical or mental
iirnction that relates to one's abilrty to drive.
Source: Stare 1,. Arzdrus, 118 Idaho 7 1 1, 800 P.2d 107 at 110 and 1 1 1(App. 1990)

GIVEN

J

7

REFUSED
ACCEPTED
MODIFIED
COVERED

JUDGE

Defenclant's

#ADefenclant not Testifying

A dcfeudant i r ~a crimi~~al
trial has a constitutional right nut tct bc co~npelletlto

testify. The decision whether to testify is left to the defendant. acting with the advice and
assistance of the defendant's lawyer. You rnust not draw tiny inference of' guilt frorn the
fact that thc dcfcndarrt does trot testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you, or e1:nter
into your deliberations irr any way.

GIVEN
REFGSEU
ACCEPTED
MODIFIED
COVERED

/"

Prosecuti~~g
Attorney
501 N. Governmen1 Way1P.O. Box 0000
Coeur d ' A l e ~ ~ID
c , 838 16-9000
Telephone (208) 446-1 800
Asslgned Attorney:
SHANE GREENBANK
IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JLJDICIAL DlSTRlCT OF
THE STATE. OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 1COOTENAl
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Case No. CR-F08-5287

1
Pla~nt~ff, )
)
VS.

)
)

JIM HOWARD. 111,

1
1

PLAlKTlFF'S REQUESTED
.IURS' INSTRUCTIONS

Defendant. )
j
The Plaintiff herein respectfully submits the following requested jury
instructions in addition to the Court's general instructions on the law
h d

DATED this +&&sly of - z
v
z
.
e .200S.
WILLlAM J. DOUGLAS
Prosecuting Attorney for

-

~ ; p u Prosecuting
t~
Attonley

CEKTlFlCATE OF SERVICE

"?d
-2-

I hereby certify that OII the
day oi.
vl c
, 2008> a
true and correct copy of thc fiwegoing Amended Criminal Complaint was
caused to be [ ] faxed j rr~ailedfirst classMl~anddeljvel.ed lo:

PLA1"rlf F'S REQUESTED
INSTRIICTIO& NO
Ul~dcrour law and system ofjustlce. thc defendant 1s presu~nedto be
in~~ocent.
Thc presumption of innocencc lneans two things.
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The
state has that burden tl~roughoutthe trial. The defe~ldantis never required to
prove h ~ sinllocencc, nor does the defendant eve1 have to produce any
ev~denceat all.
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable
doubt. A reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a
doubt based on reason and common sense. It is the kind of doubt which
would make an ordinary person hesitant to act in the most important affairs
of his or her own life. If afier cousidering all the evidence you have a
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant
not guilty

CIT.4TION NO.: lCJI 103A
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODlFlED
COVERED:

L

,

4
--

JUDC

k i ~ c ~ a r

PLAIKTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO. 2
dcfcndant, JIM HOWARD, 111; is charged. in Count 1, with the
crime of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE
1NFLlJENCE C)F ALCOHOL, allegedly colnn~ittedas folloa~s: That the
defendant, JlM HOWARD, 111, on or about the 17"' day of March, 2008, in
the County of ICootensll, State of Idaho, dlci drlvc or was in actual physlcal
control of a nioror vehelc, on or about a h~gliway,street or brldge

01

upon

publlc or prlvate property open to the public. while under the Influence of
alcohol andlor drugs To thls charge the defendant has pled not guilty
The Gomplalnt 1s slmply a descrlptlon of the charge. ~t1s not
evidence.

CITATION: IDAHO CODE 5 18-8004

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFlED
COVERED:

' b

1
',
JUDGE

G%

5h A U 3

<\
\ a-

PL.?\INTlFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRIJCTION NO. -. 3
T l ~ cdei'e~~dent;
JIM HO\;lJARD, 111, is charged, in Count 11. with tile
crime of DRIVING MIITHOIJT PRIVILEGES, allegedly committed as
l o w s : That thc dcfcndant, JIM HOWARD, 111, on or about the 17"'day of
Mal.chl 2008, in the County of Kootenai, Slate of Idaho, did drivc or was in
actual physical control of a motoi- vehiclc, on or about a i~ighway.street or
bridge or upon public or private property open to the public, knowing his
s
operator's l~censcwas suspended in ldaho or any othe~state. To t h ~ charge
thc defendant has plcad not gu~lty
The Complaint is simply a description of'the charge; it is not
evidence

CITATION: 1.C. 4 18-8001
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED:
COVERED:

//

In order for thc dcfenda~lt,.JIM HOU1.4RI), 111, to be guilty of
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE JNFLUENCE

OF ALCOHOL. as is charged in Count I: thc State 111ustprove each of the
following:

1. Tha! on or about, !he 17"'tiay of March. 2008:
2.

111 the

State of Idaho, County o f ICootenal;

3. the Defendant, Jlhl HOWARD, 111, drove
physical contrc~loE;

01.

was in actual

4. a motor vel~icle;
5. upon a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or private
property open to the public;
0. while under the influence of alcohol
li' any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt,
you must find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven
beyond a reasonable doubt. then you must find the defendant guilty.
CITATION: ICJI 1000 (MODIFIED: Replaced "Driving Under ihe Influence"
with statutory language "Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influeilce of
Alcohol". Verdict and other proposed instructions follow suite).
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

J/
-

PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRLiCTlON NO.
To prove that someone was under the influence of' alcohol, it is not
necessary tlla! any panicular degree or state o f illtoxication be shown.
Ratllcl-, !he state must show that the defendant had consumed sufficiellt
alcohol to influence

01. affect

the defendant's ability to drive the motor

vehicle.

CITATION: lCJI 1006
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

a

+w
-

u

7L-

JUDGE

In order for the defentiant, JIM HOC-\',4ftDI), Ill. to he guihy of
DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES, as is charged in Count 11: the State
nlust prove each of the fbllowing:

1 . That on or about, the i 7": day of March, 2008;
2. in the State of Idaho, County offiootenai;

3. the dekndant, J1M HONiARD- Ill, drove or was in acxual
physical control ofr
4. a motor vehicle;

5. upon a highway;
6. while the defendant's driver's license, driving privileges or permit
to drive was;

7. revoked, disqualified or suspended in ally state or jurisdiction.
a~~d;
8. the defenda~~t
had knowledge of such revocation, disqualification
01-suspension.
11 you find m y of the above has not been proven b e y o ~ ~adreasonable
doubt. you must find t l ~ edeiendant no1 guilty if each of the above has been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty.
CITATION: 1CJ1 1020

GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFlED
COVERED:

-

a
;
~
'
4
dq-Tfs

hi&

*

7A
JUDGE

c.u*-

b+

PL4lNTIFF'S REQUESTED
IXSTRCICTIOh NO

2

Thc p h m c "actual physical control," mcans being i n the driver's
posltlon of the motol veh~clew ~ t hthe motor runnlng or w ~ t hthe motor

GIVEN:

REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

v./

PLAINTIFF'S REQLJESTED
INSTRLJCTION NO.
term '']~ighu.ay" means the same as "street" and includes public
roads: alleys. bridges and adjaccnt sidcwallcs wd rights-of-way.

CITATION: ICJl 1021
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

' ' , -I

PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED
I'VSTRUCTION NO
9
A person has knowledge thag thc person's license, driving privileges

or permit to drive is revoked, disqualified or suspended when:

(a) the

person

has

actual

knowletige

of

the

revocation,

disqualification or suspension of the persons license, driving
privileges or permit to drive; oi-

(b) the person has received oral or written notice from a verified,
authorized source that the person's license, driviug privileges or
permit to drive was revoked, disqualified or suspended; oi-

(c) notice of the suspension, disqualification or revocation of the
person's license, driving privileges or permit to drive was mailed
by certified mail to the person's address as shown in the
transportation department records, and the person failed to
receive the notice or learn of its contents as a result of the
person's oun unreasonable, intentional or negligent conduct or
his failure to keep the transportation department apprised of his
mailing address: or

(d) the person has knowledge of, or a reasonable person in the
person's situation exercising reasonable diligeuce would have
lmowledge of, the existence of facts or circumstallces which,
under

Idaho

law,

might

have

caused

the

revocation,

disqualification or suspension of the person's license, driving

privileges orpcmlit to drive
CITATION: 1C.II 1022 (Modified ttr tracli I.C. 18-8001(2)j
The following is the way in which lCJl 1012. has been modified:

; Formatted: Font: (~efau1t)Times !

LC) notice of the suspension, disqualification or revocation of
the person;^ license, driving privileges or permit to drive was
mailed by certified mail to the person',q address as shown
[omitted language: on the citation which resulted in the
suspension, disqualification or revocation, and if such notice
was returned it was remailed to the person's address as shown

I
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l .C. 18-8001(2) reads:
(a) He has actual knowledge of the revocation, disqualification
or suspension of his license, driving privileges or permit to
drive: or

(h) He has received oral or written notice from a verified,
authorized source, that his license, driving privileges or pennit
to drive was revoked, disqualified or suspended; or
(c) Kotice of the suspension, disqualification or revocation of
his license, driving privileges orpenrlit to drive was mailed by
first class mail to his address pursuant to section 49-320, ldaho
Code,as shown in the transportation depa19ment record.^,
and he failed to receive the notice or leam of its contents as a
result of his own unreasonable, intentional or negligent
conduct or his failure to keep the transportation department
apprised qf his mailing address as required by section 49-310,
ldaho Code; or

i

Formatted: Font: (Default) Times
New Roman, 14 pi, Font color: Black
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(dj He has knowledge if, or a rcasoilable person in his
situation exercising reasonable diligence would hnve
knowledge of5 the existence oi' facts or circumstances which,
under Idaho law. might have caused the revocation,
disqunlification or suspension o f his license, driving privileges
or permit to drive.
(emphasis adcled)
Comparing the statute with the 1CJI 10217 rcvcals that the 1C.II is flawed in
two important respects: First, the '.omitted language" (which is bracketed
iihor~e)is not an accurate statement of the law - hence the propirsed insertion
of the first bracketed language which comes from the statute itselC Second,
the "proposed language'' (also bracketed above) is not only an accurate
statement of law, but it is also another way in which to prove "knowledge" an element of the offense.
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

+

*

J

4

JUDG

\

.

(

2.

PLAIKTIFF'S REQIIESTED
INSTRllCTlON NO.&
It is the responsibility of' every licensed driver to keep a current
address on file with the l d t o Transportation Departnlent. If>after applying
for or receiving a driver's license. a person moves %om the address shown in
the application or driver's license issued, Idaho law requires thc person to
notify the Idaho Transportation Department in writing of' the old and new
addresses within thirty (30) days.

CITATION: ICJl 1050
GI\'EN
REFUSED
MODIFIED
COVERED

/

PL.4lKTIFF'S REQLJESTED
INSTIlliCTlON NO. //
The words "negligent" refers to a lack of thnt attention to the probable
consequences of all act or omission which a prudent person ordinarily would
apply to the person's ciwn affairs.

CITATIOK: lCJl 341 (Necessary due to IC.11 1012)
G1VET-i:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

+
JUDGE

It 1s alleged that the crlme charged was cominltted "on ol ahout" a
ccrtaln date 11 you find the
that

1t

crime

was committed, thc proof need not shciu

was comm~ttedon that precise date.

GWEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

J

+JUDGE

PLAINTlFF'S REQUESTED
INSTRUCTION NO. /.?

In every crime orpublic offense there must exist n union or joint
operation of' act nnd intent.

CITATION: IC.11305
GIVEN:
REFUSED:
MODIFIED
COVERED:

L/'
J%A

JUDGE

IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT 0' THE. FIRST JUDICI 4 L DlSTRlCT OF
TIlE STATE OF IDAHO, IW AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ICOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Casc No. CR-F08-5287

1
Plaintiff;

)

1
xis.

)
)

\'ERDICT
(CountI)

1

JIM HO\hiARD, 111,

Defendant. )
\

We, the Jury. duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled
action, for our verdict. say that we unanimously find the Defendant:

(CHOOSE ONE ONLY)

GUILTY of OPERATING A MOTOR WHICLE
U'HILE bwDER THE INFLUENCE OF ,4LCOHOL

NOT GUILTY of OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL
DATED this day of

,2008.

PRESIDING JUROR

IN THE DISTRlC?' COURT OF THE FIRST .ILIDIC:lAL DlSTRlCT OF
TElE STATE OF IDAHO. 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF I<OOTENAI
STATE OF IDAI-101

)

Case No. CR-F08-5287

i
Plaintiff?

)

?

v s.

)
j

JIM I-IOWARD, 111,

1

VERDICT
(Count 11)

Defendant. )

We, the .lury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled
action, for our verdict, say that we unanimously find the Defendant:

(CHOOSE ONE ONLY)
GUILTY of DRI\'INCi WITHOUT PRIVILEGES

YOT GUILTY of DRI\'ING WITHOUT
PRlVLLEGES
DATED this day of January, 2008.

PRESIDING JUROR

PART

PLAINTIFF'S REQIJESTED
IKSTRLJCTION NO.

3

Having huiid the defendant guilty of Driving Under the influence.
you must next decidc whether the dekiidant has pled guilty to or wds found
guilry of' Driving Under the I~lflueiicewithill the last tell years. The State
aIlcges:
I. On or about the 4'h day of December, 2002, the defendant pled
guilty

TO

or was found guilty of Driving Under the Influence in

Kern County, California, in cause number BM608247A.
2. On or about the 10" day of December, 2003, the defendant pled
guilty to or was found guilty of Driving Under the Influence in
Kootenai County: Idaho, in cause number CR-2003-0017944,
The State must prove tIie existence of this event beyond a reasonable
doubt.

CITATION: lCJ1 I008
GIVEN
KEFUSED
MODIFIED
COVERED

g4-,.,iui.4

PLAINTIFF'S REQLJESTED
IhiSTRLiCT1C)N N O .

A

In this portioii oi'tlie case you wiIl return a Special \;erdict, consisting

of a series of questions you should answer. Since tho explanations on tl1c

form wliich you will have are part o f m y iiistnictioiis to you. I will read the
body of the Special Verdict form to you.
"We, the Jury, duly impaneled and swoni to try the above entitled
action, unanimously answer. the questions submitted to us ill this Special
Verdict as follows:

QUESTIOK NO. 1: Within the past ten [ 10) years did the defendant,
JIM HOWARD, 111: plead guilt): to or was the defendant found guiIty
of Driving Under tlie Influence, in Ken1 County, California, in cause
number BM608247A?

ANSWER: YES

NO

QUESTION NO. 2: Within the past ten (10) years did the defendant,
JIM HOWARD, 111, plead guilty to or was the defendant found guilty
of Driviiig Under tlie Influelice in Kootenai Couiity, Idaho, in cause
number CR-2003-0017944?

ANSWER: YES

NO

Once you have answered th~.yuesiions, your presiding juror sliould
date and sign the verdict foim and advisc the bailiff that you have reached a
verdict.

CITATION

ICSI 1009 (Modified

Using tenn "Special Verdict" rather

than "verdict")

GIVEN
REFUSED.
MODIFIED
COVERED:

l/

o r

h/iA

Ih THE DISTRICT COLRT OF THE FIRST IUDICI4L DISTRICT OF
THESTATE OF IDAHO, IK AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Case No CR-FO8-5287

STATE OF IDAHO.

1
Plaintiff,
1's

)

)

SPECIAL VERDICT

JIM HOWARD, 111,
Defendant. )

We, the JUT, duly impaneled and sworn to try the above entitled
action, unanimously answer the questions submitted to us in this Special
XJerdict as follows:

QUESTION NO. 1: Witliin the past ten (10) yeais did the defiendant:
JIM HOW.4RD: 111, plead guilty to or was the defendant found guilty
of Driving Under the Influence, in Kern County, California. in cause
number BM608247A?

ANSWER: YES

NO

QCJESTION NO. 2: Within thc past leli (1 0) years did the defendant.
JIM HOWARD. Ill3 plead guiIty to or was the dei'endant Sound guilty
of Driviiig Under the influeiicc ill I<outerrai County, Idaho, in cause
numbel. CR-2003-00 17944'?

DATED this

day of

,2008

PRESIDING JUROR

PLAINTIFF'S REQIJESTED
INSTRUCTIOh NO -/&
Having il)uiid the defendant guilty of Driving tinder tbc Influence,
you must next consider tvliether the defendan! has beell con~ictedon at least
two prior occasions of felony offeilses.
The State alleges thc defeiidant I r a prior convictiolls as follows:
1. On or about the 24" day of August, 1983, the deF~ndaiitwas

convicted of Burglap in tlie Second Degree in the State of
Oklahoma, and

2 On or about the gLhd a ~of January, 1988. the defendant was
convicted of Burglaty in the Second Degree in the State of
X'ashingtou, and
3. On or about the I 8 ' h a y of August. 1998, the defendant was
convicted of Possessioli of a ControIled Substance in the State of
California.
The existence of a prior conviction must he proved beyond a
reasonable doubt and your decision must be unanimous.
CITATION: ICJI 1601
GIVEN
REFUSED
MODIFIED
COVERED

L/

4;&3dL4+4

6

be+--

&~d

PLAIhrTIFF'S REQUESTED
INSTR1JCTION NO

2

In. this portion ofthe case you %fillreturn a Specia! Verdict, cousistiny
of a series of cluestions you should answer. Since the explanations on the
form which you will 1ia.i.e are pan of m y iiistrucrions to you, 1 will rmd the
body ofthe SpcciaI Verdict form to you.

"We, the Jury, duly inipaueIed and sworn to t y thc above entitled
action, unanimously answer the questions submitted to us ill this Special
Verdict as SolIows:

QLTSTION NO. 1: Was the defendant, JIM HOWARD, 111,
previously convicted of a Felony, Burglary in the Secoiid Degree. in
the State of Oklahoma"

QUESTION NO. 2: Was the defendant, JIM HOWARD, 111,
previously convicted of-a Felony, Burglary in the Second Degree, in
the State of Washin@on?
ANSWER: YES

NO

QUESTION NO. 3: Was the defendant, JIM HOWARD, 111,
previously convicted of a Felony, Possession of a Controlled
Substance, 111 the State of California"
ANSWER: YES

NO

011ce you ilave answered the questions. vour presiding juror should
date alitl sign the verdict forn~and ativise the hailiff that you have reached a
verdict.

CITATION: lCJl I009 (Modiiied: Using term "Special Verdict'' rather
t h a ~"verclict")
~

MODIFIED
COVERED:

2.177,
JUDGE

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST .lLiDlCIAL DISTRIC7 OF
THE

STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE. COLJNTY OF KOOTEh'AI
STATE 01 ID41I0,

)

Plaiiitiff,

Case No CR-FOS-5287

)

i
1's
JIM HOM7ARD. 111,

Defendant

)
)
)
)

SPECIAL I'ERDICT
(Persistent Violator)

\

We: the Jury, duly impaneled and sworn to try the above entitled
action, unanimously answer the questions submitted to us in this Special
Verdict as follows:

QUESTION NO. 1: Was the defendant, JIM HOU'.ARD, 111,
pre\iously convicted of a Felony, Burglary

ID

the Second Degree,

the State of Oklahoma"

ANSWER: YES

NO

111

QCIESTION NO. 2: Was thc dcf'elidant, JlM HOWARD, 111.
previously convicted of'a Felony. Burglary in thc Sccorid Degrec, in
the State of' Washington?

ANSWER: YES

NO

QllESTlON NO. 3: Was the defendant, JIM HOWARD, III?
previously collvicted of a Felony, Possession of a Controlled
Suhstaoce, in the State of California'!

ANSWER: YES

DATED this

day of'

NO

,2008

PRESIDING JUROR
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IN THE I)ISTIiIC"T COURT OF THE FIRST JO1)ICIAL IIISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN ANI) FOR THE COUhTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OP IDAHO,
I'llinitfi;
VS.

JIM HOWARD, 111,

)
)

1
1

case K O .

)

JURY INSTIiUCTlONS

CRF 2008 5287

1
)

Attitched hereto are the jury iinstructions given on the trial of the above n~atter.Copies
have heen given to counsel of record
Dated this 3rd day of' June, 2008

John 'T. itchell, District Judge

LJ

.llJRY INSTRUCTIONS CIVL;N

1NSTRUCTlON NO. I
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you what
will be happening. 1 will describe how the trial wfll be conducted and what we will be doing. At
the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed g~lidanceon how you are to reach your decision.
Because the state has the burden ofproof; it goes first. Afler the state's opening statement,
lhe defense may make a n opening statement, or may wait until the statc has presented its case.
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge against the defendant. The
defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the defense does present
evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to answer the
derense's evidence.
After you have heard ail the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law.
ARer you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given time for closing
arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you understand
how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither arc the closing
arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroon~together to make your
decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted
into evidence and any notes taken by you in court.

lNSTIZ1JC'l'lO;h! NO.2
Count I of the Information chargesOP111<1\77NC; 14 MI~'I'0IZVEI-IlCI,E %'I-fI1,E
CINDER 'rFJU.: l'\IFLCJENC:F!, OF AlSCII 101. ancl alleges that the deSendant; JIM MC>WAIII),

111, on or aboui the 17"'Day of' March, 2008. in the County of Kootenai, State ol'ldaleno, did drive
or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle, on or about a highway, street or bridge or
upon p ~ ~ b lor
i c private property open to the public, while under the influence of' alcohol.
Count I1 of the lnf'ormation charges DRIVlNCi Wf'f1-~101!7'I'RIVI1,EGES and alleges
that the defendant. ,JlM I-IOWAIII), 111, on or about the 17"' Ilay of March: 1008, in the County
of Kootenai, State of ldaleno, did drive or \?.as in actual physical control of a motor vehicle, on or
about a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public, knowing
his operator's license was suspended in Idaho or any other state,
'To these charges the Deferendant has pled not guilty.

r
udge

INSTRUCTION NO. 3
The Informatio~>
in this case is of itself a mere accusation or charge against the defendant
a ~ does
d not of itself constitute any evidence ofthe defendant's guilt; you are not to be prejudiced or
influenced to any extent against the defendant because a crinlinal charge has been made.

INSTRUCTION NO, 4
Your duties are to determine the Sacts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to those
Pacts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions regardless oS
your own opinion ofwhat the law is or should be, or what either side may state the law to be. You
must consider them as a whole, 11ot picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the
instructions arc given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your
decision be made solely upon the evidellce before you. Ncither sympathy nor prejudice should
influence you in your delibcrations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital to the
administratio11ofjustice.
In detern~iningtile facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this bial. This
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is govaned by rules of law. At
times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness'
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of law.
Argument.; on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be
considered by you nor affeect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an
exhibit, the witness may not answer the questiol~or the exhibit may not be considered, Do not
attempt to guess what the answer n~iglithave been or what the exhibit might have shown. Similarly,
if 1tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and
not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations.
During the trial 1 may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should apply
i11 this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times 1 will excuse you from the
courtroom so that you can be comrortable while we work out any problems. You are not to
speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the trial run
more smoothly.

"fl

Some of you have probably heard the temis "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence" and
"hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. Y ~ Lare
I to consider all the evidence
admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of the
facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you to
this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs you
determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you attach to
what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in malung these
decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more witnesses
may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony of each witness
you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say.
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that
matter. In detemlining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the qualifications
and credibility ofthe witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not bound by such
opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled.

INSTRLJCl'lON NO. 5
Under our law and system of'justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. The
presumption of innocence means two things.
First, tile state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that burden
throughout the trial. The dcfendant is never required to prove his or her innocence, nor does the
defendant ever have to proc!uce any cvidence at all.
Second, tile state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable
doubt is not ainere possiblc or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and common sense.
It is the kind ofdoubt which would make an ordinaryperson hesitant to act in the most important
affairs of his or her own life. If after considering all the evidence you have a reasonable doubt about
the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty.

INSTRUCTION NO. 6
If during the trial 1 innay say or do anything which s~~ggesis
to you that I am inclined to Favor
the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to bc influenced by any such

suggestion. I will not cxpicss nor intend to express, nor will I iintcind to intimate, any opinion as to
which witnesses are or are inot worthy of belicc what facts are or are not established; or what
inferences should be drav.1: fi.om the evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an
opinion relating to any of tliese matters, I instruct you to disregard it.

*
Judge

INSTRUCTION NO. 7

Do not concern yoiirselfwith the subject orpenalty or punishment. That subject inust not in
any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to detennine the
appropriate penalty or punishment,

Judge

\

:&
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INSTRUCTlOK NO. 8
lf you wish, you may d i e notes to help you remei~lberwhat witnesses said. If you do take
notes, please keep thein to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury room to decide
the case. You should not lct note-taking distract you so tl~atyou do not hear other answers by
witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury room.
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own iucmory of what was said and not be
overly influenced by tile notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assigil to one person the duty
of taking notes for all of you.

Jud

L

INSTRUCTION NO. 9 a
It is important that as jurors and officers ofthis court yoti obey the fbllowing instructions at
any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or when you
lcavc the courtroom to go home at night.

First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else during the
course of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial and not form or express an
opinion about the case. You should only reach your decision after you have heard all the evidence,
after you have heard my final instruction and after the final arguments. You may discuss this case
with the other members oi'the jury only after it is submitted to you for your decision. At that time,
all such discussion should take place in the jury room.

Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone does talk
about it, tell them you arc a juror on the case. Ifthey won't stop talking, report that to the bailiff as
so011 as you are able to do so. You should not tell any of your fellow jurors about what has
happened,

Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any witnesses. By
this, I mean not only do not talk about the case, but do not talk at all, even ifjust to pass the time of
day. In no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they are entitled to expect from you as
jurors.

Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside of the
courtroom on your own. Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an explicit order
from me to do so. You must not consult any books, dictionaries, encyclopedias or any other source
of information unless I specifically authorize you to do so.

Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or television
broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is presented in court and not
up011 any newspaper, radio, television or other account of what may have happened.

I N S FI<UCI 10!4 NO

You are illstructed that the charge oi'I>riving W i t h o ~ I'rivileges
~t
is no longer an
issuc for the Jury.

Judg

INSTRUCTION NO. 10
You have now heart1 all the evidence in the case, My duty is to instruct you as to the law
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and
ignore others. Even if you tiisagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the rules, you are
bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my
instruction that you must follow.

INSTRUCTION NO. 11

As members of the iury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those facts to
the law that 1 have given you. You are to decide the facts fron~all the evidence presented in the
case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

Sworn testiinony of witnesses;

2.

Exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; a11d

3.

Any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1.

Arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. What they
say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is included to
help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you remember
them differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your memory;

2.

Testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed to
disregard;

3.

Anything you may have see11 or heard when the court was not in session.

INSTIZ1JCTIOh NO

a

In ordel for the defcndant, JIM HCfWARD, 111.

to

he gullty oS

OPERATING; A MOTOR VEHICLE M'I-IILE CINDER THE INFLLJENCE

OF ALCOHOL: as is charged in Count I, the State must prove each o f the
Scillowing:
1. That on or ahout. the 17"'da;- oSMarch: 2008;
2. in the State of Idaho, County oSKootenai;
3. tile Defendant, JIM HOWAX), 111, drove or was in actual
physical control of;
4. a motor vehicle;

5. up011 a highway, street or bridge, or upon public or private
property open to the public;

6. while under the influence oSal;.ohol.
IS any of the above has not been proven bcyond a reasonable doubt,
you must find thc defcndant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven
beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the defendant guilty.

INSTR1JCTlSlI\' NO. \3 o,
'The phrase "acrunl physical control," means being in the driver's
po"irion of the motor \rehicle with the motor run~ling01- with the motor
vehicle moving.

Judge

(

INSTRIJCTION VC).

13b

The term "hiyhwaynll1eans the satllt: as "street" nntl illcludes public
roads: alleys: bridges anti adjacent sidewal1;s and rights-of-way.

1

Judge

.

L..

1NSTKCJCTIC)ENC).

\3L

111 every crime or public off'e~lsethere musi exist u union or joint
operttion of' act and intetlt.

1NS'I'RIICI'ION NO.

fi

'10 prove that someone was under the iniluence ol'alcollol. it is not necessary that
any particular degree or slate of illtosicatiot~be shown. Rather, thc Stale nlus1 sllow thst
tlle defeildant had consullled sufficient alcohol to influence or affect the defendant's
ability to drive the motor vehicle.

rile influence must be noticeable or perceptible and a('fec1 a physical or menVal
function that relates to one's ability to drive.

c
ucige

Instruction #~~~~

A tlefendant in a crinlitxil trial has a constitutioni~lright not to be cotnpclletl to

testify. The decisioll whether to testify is left to the defendant, acting with the advice and
assistance of the tlefcndant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the
fact that the defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you, or enter
into your deliberations in any way.

I
Judg

INSTRUCTION NO. 16

It is alleged that the crime charged was comn~itted"on or about" a certain date. If you find
the crime was conimittecl, the proof need not show that it was cointllitted on that precise date.

INSTRUCTION NO. 17

I have outlined for you tlle rules of 13%.applicable to this case md have told you of some of
the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence lo deternline the facts. In a few
minutes counsel will present their closing renlarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury room
for your deliberations.
The arguments and statements ofthe attonleys are not evidence. If you remember the facts
differently kom the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your decision on what you
remember.
The attitude and conduct ofjurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It is
rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the case
or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the begillning, your sense of pride may be
aroused, and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong. Remember
that you are not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me; there can be no t r i w h
except in the ascertainnlent and declaration of the tmth.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making your
individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss anlong yourselves all of the evidence you
have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that relates to this case
as contained in these instructions.
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and change
your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest discussion that your
original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw and heard during the trial and
the law as given you in these instructions.
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the objective of
reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of you

must decide this case for yourselfi but you should do so only aiter a discussion and consideration of
the case with your felloufjurors.
However, none of you sllould surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of
cvidence or as to tlte innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels
otherwise or for the purposc of returning a unanimous verdict.

-L

Cc,
Jud e

i

II'U'STRUCTIONNO. 18
The originzrl instrrrctions and the exhibits will be with you in thejury room. They are part of
the official court record. For this reasou please do not alter tllenl or mark on then1 in any way.
You will each receive a copy of the instructions. The copies will be presented to you in
booklet form.
The instructions arc numbered for convenience in referring to specific instructions. There
may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should not concern
yourselves about such gap.

/
'

Judge

INSTRUCTION NO. 19
YOLIllave been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach a
verdict. Whether some of tlle instructions apply %)ill depend upon vour determination of the facts.
You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you determine docs not
exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an instructiotl has been given that the Court is
expressing any opinion as to the facts.

e

Judg

INSTRUCTION NO. 20
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presidillg officer, who will
preside over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that
the issues subnlitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that everyjuror has
a chance to express himself or herself upon cdch question.
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. Whcn you all amve at a verdict, the
presiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open court.
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by con~pron~ise.
If, after consideling all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully
discussed the evidence before you, the jury detennines that it is necessay to communicate
with me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how
the jury stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so.

A verdict fonll suitable to any conclusion you n ~ a yreach will be submitted to you
with these instructions.

UrILLIAM J DOUGLAS
Prosecullng Anomey
501 Government Way!Box 9000
Coeul d' Alene, ID 87816-1971
Telephone (208) 446-1 800
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY
SllilNE GISENBANK
Deputy Prosecut~ngAnomey

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COGNTY OF KOOTENAI

1

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)

Case No. CR-F08-5287

)

)
)
)

VS.

JIM HOWARD, 111;
Defendant.

MOTION TO RE-SET FOR
JURY TRIAL

i

A
COMES NOW, SH.4NE GREENBANK, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County,
Idaho, and hereby moves this Court to re-set the jury nial in the above entitled matter.
This Motion is made on the grounds and for the reason that the State wishes to re-try the
above entitled matter.
DATED this

1 hereby certify that on the
foregoing was caused to be mailedlhand delive
PUBLIC DEFEHDERS OFFICE, 1.O.M.

SET FOR JURY TRIAL - Page I

008, a true and correct copy of the

Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai Cout~tyI'ublic Defender
1'0 Box 9000
Cocur cl'Alene, Idaho 838 14
Phone: (208) 446- 1 700; Fax: (208) 446- 1 70 1
Bar Number: 6 1 54

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAIIO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

i

v.

CASE NUMBER CR-08-5287
Felony

)

JIM IIOWARD, 111,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

ORDER FOR MlSTRlAL

The above entitled matter having come to trial by jury, evidence having been presented
and the jury having declared that it was not able to reach a unanimous verdict to the charge of
Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol on or about March 13, 2008, in
violation of ldaho Code $1 8-8004 and $18-8005(5),
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a mistrial is declared pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rules,

Rulc 29.l(c) and that the State shaIl have a reasonable time in which to decide if it will move to
dismiss the case
ORDERED this

ORDER FOR MISTRIAL

6+day

of June, 2008

Page 1

CLERK'S CEK7'1111CATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certlfy that a true and correct copy ofthe forcgo~ngwas pcrsonaliy served by placlng
day of Junc, 2008, addressed to:
a copy of the s a n e in thc Inter office rnarlbox on the

2

Kootenat County Publlc Defender (446- 170 I) J
Kootenal County Prosccutor (446-1833)

ORDER FOR MISTRIAL

Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRlC
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff.

Case No CR-F08-5287

)
1

VS.

1
i

JIM HOWilRD, 111.

1

ORDER TO SET FOR
.FURY TRIAL

'I

i

Defendant.

For good cause shown and upon the motion ofthe State,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled matter be re-set for jury trial on the
day of

Ti,jw$ L V ~ . @
I,

ENTERED this &day

ofc

- \,

L

9.'m&nl.
, 2008

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
'kqy!AILING

fi

TbW'

I hereby certifi that on the
day of
.21108,that a true and correct
copy of the foregoing were mailedidelivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, Interoffice
Mail, Hand Delivered. or Faxed to:
Defense Attorney
Defendant
Prosecutor -5
KCPSB
Auditor
Police Agency

q%-/?~l

Other
Bonding Co.
DANIEL ENGLISH
CLERK OF THE DlSTRlCT COURT
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